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CAP MAGAZINE in this issue



VOL. 1 (2) 2017



dossier: impact investing in the arts driving development through culture in Zimbabwe Montblanc de la culture Awards



Introducing: one of the biggest corpoorate art collections Microsoft Art Collection ...contains about 4728 pieces including a piece of the Berlin Wall on display in over 130 buildings throughout North America ...launched in 1987 by a committee made up of employees interested in collecting and displaying artwork created by artists from the community ...meant for Microsoft employees, customers, and visitors, the collection is displayed in both private and public areas



"Our mission is to create a positive working environment and an appealing business setting, to build customer and community relation, and to educate and involve employees, customers, and community in the art of our time. We seek to promote creative excellence by presenting and interpreting international contemporary art by emerging and mid-career artists of the highest quality. We want to help to create an environment where the arts will thrive and be enjoyed for generations to come." READ



"In partnership with artists and with the business community, our collection seeks to take a leadership role in shaping culture. Microsoft offers interpretive programs for Microsoft employees, their guests, our customers, and the community. Most of these programs are free and open to the public." READ artelligenz.com



RED BULL'S CORPORATE ART PATRONAGE "During a lull in the art market, when mid-tier galleries are struggling to keep their doors open and many emerging and midcareer artists are beginning to lose faith in their dealers, could corporate patronage be the art world’s saving grace? Or can the capitalistic, heavy-handed influence of big business on the art world only lead to corruption and exploitation? Here, Artspace’s Loney Abrams speaks with Red Bull Arts's program manager, Max Wolf, about Red Bull’s relationship with the art world and how the art world can stand to benefit from it."



READ the interview here



Artspace.com, 2017



RESEARCH NEWS THE FUTURE OF CORPORATE ARTS SPONSORSHIP "This research combines a historical framework with interviews with several large Dutch firms active in sponsoring the arts. It focuses on the historic development of corporate art sponsorship in the United States and the Netherlands and proposes a toolkit with steps to be taken by cultural organizations based on corporate aims and needs."



ARTTENDERS, 2017 Download their report here



MORE RESEARCH NEWS... CORPORATE SOCIAL REPSONSIBILITY & THE ARTS Report, Americans for the Arts "Corporate Social Responsibility & the Arts brings into relief the current landscape of corporate support for arts and culture—one in which more corporations are focusing strategically on issues that align with their business interests and have a positive social impact on their employees, their consumers, or the communities in which they do business. Within this evolving context of corporate philanthropy, this report presents compelling examples of corporations representing a wide range of industries—healthcare, media, information technology, and finance, among others—that deploy and support arts and cultural strategies to achieve positive change within their corporate social responsibility (CSR) and/or corporate community involvement (CCI) practices." READ report here



From Mahler to the Masses: Can Funders Help Orchestras Navigate an Uncertain Future? Inside Philanthropy 2017 READ ARTICLE >



"Many of the more established national foundations—Ford, Rockefeller, Pew, Gates, etc.—are 'edging politely but firmly away' from 'legacy' institutions that cannot demonstrate a significant contribution to solving or soothing specific social or economic traumas."



"Jesse Rosen, president and CEO of the League of American Orchestras (LAO), commenting on a 2013 study that showed, for the first time, that ensembles no longer earned a majority of their ticket revenue from the subscription packages. Rosen said: It’s shifting. It has been a transactional thing: We put on concerts, you buy a ticket, and we take your money, and that keeps us going, and everything is fine. Now, it is: What is the value we make in this community? Because it’s now primarily philanthropic support driving the engine. Perhaps the most important word in his quote is 'community.' Foundations are increasingly drawn to organizations that remove orchestras from their highfalutin cultural perch and place them squarely within the community. If they can 'demonstrate a significant contribution to solving or soothing specific social or economic traumas,' all the better."



also of interest: Santa Barbara Chamber Orchestra Suspends 2017-18 Season READ



DOSSIER



ARTS IMPACT INVESTING



Creation of Artscape Daniels Launchpad in Montreal Opportunities for Artist-Innovators in the US FT Investors' Guide to Stage and Screen Revolutionary New Art Tech Marketplace



CREATION OF ARTSCAPE DANIELS LAUNCHPAD IN MONTREAL: Investing in the 'City of Arts' "We are thrilled to once again partner with Artscape and combine our name with theirs in "Artscape Daniels Launchpad's "It is becoming harder and the creation of Artscape Daniels goal is to help artists and harder to sustain a career as an Launchpad in the heart of our designers build thriving careers, artist or designer," said Tim 'City of the Arts' community," said organizations and businesses. It Jones, Artscape CEO. "After Don Pugh, Vice President of The will be a unique place where Daniels Corporation. many years of research and creatives have access to a multi- collaboration, we are very "Supporting this creative disciplinary environment full of excited to be introducing entrepreneurship hub is an tools, equipment and Artscape Daniels Launchpad opportunity to reinforce Daniels' technology, entrepreneurship and announcing the partners commitment to the arts and to programs and activities, and a ensure that artists themselves who will help thousands of marketplace of services, creators more fully realize their play an important role in city resources and opportunities." building." potential." Montreal Gazette, 21 April 2017 READ A RTICLE >



WHAT CAN ARTISTS LEARN FROM SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURS IN THE INVESTING, START-UP SPACE? St. Louis Public Radio, 09 May 2017 READ ARTICLE >



Interview with Laura Callanan, a founding partner of Upstart Co-Lab, on St. Louis Public Radio. Upstart Co-Lab is an impact investing team that seeks to connect artists, social entrepreneurs and funding schemes. “Our mission is to create opportunities for artist-innovators to deliver social impact at scale,' Callanan said. 'A social entrepreneur is someone motivated not by getting wealthy themselves but using all those techniques entrepreneurs use in business to do something good in the world, their community.”



“A lot of artists are doing that work but they’re rarely acknowledged, rewarded and understood to be the social entrepreneurs they are.” “They use their artistic aptitudes, imagination, skills, perseverance to address important topics in our communities: environment, kids, health, job creation...” 



CASHING IN ON STAGE AND SCREEN: AN INVESTOR'S GUIDE



"Those considering getting involved need to ask some hard questions. How much can they afford to lose? How best to judge the risks and minimise or spread them? How far should tax breaks influence their investment decisions? How can outsiders get a slice of the most promising projects? "



Financial Times, 27 April 2017 READ ARTICLE >



"Investing in film and theatre is high risk, he says. When he backs a production he does so without any expectation of making money. Even so, he detects some encouraging trends. “Audiences have picked up. I like to think it’s slightly more profitable for us than it used to be.”



A REVOLUTIONARY NEW ART TECH MARKETPLACE FOR INVESTORS AND OWNERS



ArtfixDaily, 03 May 2017 READ ARTICLE >



Maecenas is giving investors the chance to own shares in a masterpiece by introducing them directly to owners and creating a trading market "Art investors, collectors and owners will be able to trade shares in fine art for the first time on a unique online marketplace that will shake up the $56billion industry. Maecenas is a new platform that will match art owners with investors, creating a fair and open market, reducing costs and bringing transparency to a traditionally opaque world. It will allow any investor to have a fractional share of a masterpiece." More on MAECENAS here



1,35$ TO ZIMBABWE'S CULTURE FUND NewsDay, 09 May 2017 READ ARTICLE >



Swedish Ambassador to Zimbabwe Sofia Calltorp said development can be achieved through culture and can transform the lives of ordinary people. “Culture can be a very powerful tool in our box to promote development, through art and different cultural expressions we can reach out to communities, enhance awarenesses, stimulate debate and highlight the need for action to combat genderbased violence, but also to start a discussion around environmental issues and climate change” Calltorp said. Head of Swedish Development Co-operation Maria Selin said partnering with Culture Fund has produced good results over the past years as they managed to achieve their main objectives.



“In our environment right now less money is coming through and a few donors are available, an investment in the culture sector is not on the top of the priority list for investors but for our part we have been partnering with culture fund for more than 10 years investing about a million dollars a year and we have seen tremendous things happening here which we are really proud of,” Selin said.



MONTBLANC ARTS PATRONAGE AWARD 2017 "On May 4, this year’s Montblanc de la Culture Arts Patronage Award kicked off in Spain with the first of 17 ceremonies that will be held worldwide. Soledad Lorenzo accepted the award at the Liria Palace in Madrid in honor of her patronage of contemporary arts, which includes the donation of 400 works from her private collection to the National Museum Centro de Art Reina Sofia. The presenters were Montblanc Cultural Foundation Co-Chairmen Till Fellrath and Sam Bardouil, and Montblanc Vice President Marketing Jens Henning Koch, each of whom noted the cumulative beneficial effects of the program and the Cultural Foundation as a whole over the years." For more, read: "Kicking Off The Montblanc De La Culture Awards In Spain" Forbes, 10 May 2017



BILLIONS FOR CULTURAL TOURISM IN THE ARAB WORLD



"Oman, which is also hoping to cash in on increased global interest in cultural tourism, committed some $2.5 billion in 2015 for its Omagine Project. Described as a mixed-use development, the beachfront project fronts the Gulf of Oman while integrating cultural, heritage, educational, entertainment and residential elements." For more, read: "Arabian Nations to Invest Billions in Cultural Tourism" TravelPulse, 24 April 2017



The six nations that make up the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman. Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) are investing billions of dollars in new cultural tourism programs over the coming years, according to research provided by Colliers International.



CAP MAGAZINE VOL. 1 (2) 2017



Compiled by Arts Investment Forum 2017



CAP MAGAZINE is a curated press review collating articles from newspapers around the globe pertaining to arts funding, philanthropy and social investment.



Responsibility for the information and views set out in this compilation of news articles lies entirely with the authors. All images used are released free of copyrights under Creative Commons - CC0 www.artsinvestmentforum.org
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